MISSION:

Educating, training and equipping the world for great commission, reminding people of their equal natural rights in sharing the world, supporting them to reveal their potential and achieve their life goals.

Vision:

To educate, train and transform people’s lives by the power of joint efforts.

SLOGAN:  GIVE ME A HAND

OUR PHILOSOPHY:

Imparting behavioral change by addressing knowledge, skills and attitude gap
This report has vambuchered all the activities carried out in the month of May 2018; it covers more of success stories, events, academics, mentoring, visits and local publications analysis;

Graben Orphanage Foundation Africa – GOFA’s founder tour to South Western Uganda Bundibugyo District. The ensense of the tour is to do a follow up on the Entreprenuerial training took place in January of this year 2018. It was successes only because from the training participants emerged into groups to start up group businesses.

The GOFA spirit was exercised when the founder had some ample time with street kids and most of them are refugees from Congo migrated due to political instability.

In GOFA’s 2038 future plan, we have it clear that by this year we shall extablish more two GOFA schools and homes in North eastern Uganda region and south western Uganda region. This May of 2018 when our founder followed up on trainees in Bundibugyo District, he got a chance to meet Bishop Hannington the founder of Mount Zion schools. This meeting resulted into a partnership deal between GOFA and Mount Zion. It is from this tour that GOFA now owns structures in Bundibugyo District Busunga Sub County near Congo. The partnership contract states that GOFA is free to use the premises which were meant to be for a health centre but due to improper management this health center did not operate beyond two months.

PICTORIALS OF BUNDIBUGYO TOUR

GOFA founder with street kids in Bundibugyo

GOFA founder at Uganda-Congo boarder and Leadership training going on in Busunga
GOFA STRUCTURES IN BUSUNGA SUB COUNTY IN BUNDIBUGYO DISTRICT
WE VISITED MOUNT ZION STRUCTURES AND SOME OF KIDS

GOFA ARTISTIC IMPRESSION

This is artistic impression plan we want to construct at our main branch in Mukono.

The fundraising campaign is still going on to buy 2 acres to permanently construct Graben Junior Academy and GOFA offices.

GOFA KIDS IN GENERAL CLEANING

‘Let everyone sweeps infront of his/her house then the whole community will be clean’. Graben Orphanage Foundation Africa – GOFA we do not train young generations in accademics only, but instead we tackle all the aspects in life and healthy is one of those that are given the first priority.

Success is for health and live people not sick or dead ones, so GOFA kids are ready to testify for success in future.
We serve by example in community through civic engagement activities like cleaning our compounds. If you want to go first you run alone but if you are to go far, you run as a group, at GOFA we do encourage teamwork.
GOFA ENCOURAGES TEAM WORK
We believe that God gave each and everyone of us reading this impactful story different skills and talent, but if those skills and talents come together for a common goal, the loads will be easier to be rolled to its destiney.

This team work helps our kids to develop a sense of one candle to lighten others, and one by one makes a bundle.

Graben Orphanage Foundation Africa – GOFA we superiotize a girl child and we believe that GOFA kids are going to be the next world’s women frontliners. These kids with one voice can change the entire generation for good.
At Graben Orphanage Foundation Africa – GOFA, when we say that we are after educating, training and mentoring a generation to win a generation, we don’t just say it but we mean it.
Meet a GOFA kid who used to come with her mother during Income Generating Activity Program sessions and from the training she sweet talked the parents with the aim of starting up her own business at 7 years.

A rock star is in primary four, she is testifying that when Coach Paul said to start small, start now, start slowly by slowly and using the available resources to put them into use.

She asked her mum to kindly use some of the domestic house ceramics available like sauce pans, spoons, plates and others. The mum accepted and she also added on asking for yellowish sweet bananas and cassava from their garden.

She was given one bunch of banana, two cassava plants which she pealed and chopped into small pieces, late she sun dried them. She continued to ask for wooden moulder from the neighbour which she used to turn sun dried cassava pieces into flour.

The mother bought two litres of cooking oil of sh. 5000/= to her daughter and innovativeness exposed itself to this young girl when she went to nearby forest to fetch some firewood she is using to fly pan cakes.

She is free to answer when you ask her where her market if for the products, she is proudly says that her fellow pupils are the first customers and that she could not satisify the market because of limited resources which some call capital.

Her future dream is to establish a bakery after completing a course to employ others and to train more in confectionary industry producing different products like cakes, biscuits, breads, doughnults, bargia and other related products.

Graben Orphanage Foundation Africa-GOFA is catering for her education now, but in order to make her future dreams come true, theres a need to join hands in different ways.
PICTORIAL OF GOFA KID STARTED CONFECTIONARY BUSINESS OF PAN CAKES.

Customer Care smile
Meet GOFA young entrepreneur

In conclusion, we conducted many activities in May and we strongly believe to change behaviors of many human beings in our communities if we are given a hand n as per our slogan. We are calling upon all partners both local and international, individuals and organizations to support any activities, programs and the door is open for any new programs.

Contact us on:

Website;  [www.grabenorphanagefoundationafrica.org](http://www.grabenorphanagefoundationafrica.org)

Email: [grabenorphanage.foundation.afri@gmail.com](mailto:grabenorphanage.foundation.afri@gmail.com)/ paul.luswata2016@gmail.com

Facebook page: [grabenorphanagefoundationafrica-GOFA](http://GOFA.ORG)

Twitter handle: @grabenorphanage

Yutube Channel: @grabenorphanagefoundationafrica

Skype Account: grabenorphanagefoundationafrica

Phone: +256785737474 / +256702381889